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Another So-So Year for Tennis
My team tennis successes were somewhat
better. Our adult team
did pretty well, going
undefeated through the
season, and went to the
sectional playoffs with
great hopes of going to
the Nationals in Tucson, AZ. We lost a close
one in the final match,
and lost our bid for the
Nationals.
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We Had a Visit from JoAnn
and the French Kids...
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Maybe you remember my last year’s
whining about my soso year in tennis…
This year was my first
in the 55-year-old category, so I had great
hopes! Well, it was
every bit as mediocre
as last year. I only
played in three tournaments, and only won
one.
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More Pictures

Carly & Nick swimming.

Nick & Zoë

Jesse and Nick playing Game Boy.
My girls, Kelly, JoAnn, and Jennifer
Zoë, Nick, Ian and Carly

If you haven’t been to
my web site yet, come
on over! See more
pictures there, plus my
Family Tree research.
www.rockyp.com

Jen & Doug
Nothing really remarkable this
year for Doug & Jen. We had a lot
of fun with them this summer while
JoAnn was visiting. They continue
their jobs—Doug as a landscape
company manager, and Jennifer
still is a phone sales person for
Eddie Bauer (I love it! I sure get
nice clothes and accessories as
gifts!).
They have their job schedules set
so they have a minimum of day
care time, and a maximum of quality Mommy and Daddy time. They
are sure wonderful, loving parents
to Nick and Carly. And wonderful
daughter and son-in-law to us.

Nick, Jesse, Zoë,
Ian and Carly

Leonor & I enjoying a “Nick sandwich”
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